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Fire is not intrinsically a problem for a fireadapted ecosystem, not unless it’s an anomalous
fire. That is, fire only becomes an unnatural
perturbation if it falls outside of the ecosystem’s
normal range of fire parameters. If the fire has
characteristics that do not adhere to the fire
parameters with which the fire-adapted
ecosystem has evolved over the last millenia, then
it may impact resilience and cause ecosystem
services to be lost. Specifically, anthropogenically
driven changes in: 1) average fire frequency, 2)
fire patchiness, 3) consumable fuel structure, and
4) fire intensity, are all to blame for turning
otherwise helpful fire into a conservation
problem.

For example, chaparral and lodgepole pine are
particularly susceptible to increases in fire
frequency (i.e., shortened fire return intervals, or
FRIs), which causes vegetation shifts for both
(Fig.2).

In contrast, mixed conifer forests suffer structural
changes with decreasing fire frequencies (i.e.,
lengthened FRIs), where the proximate
perturbation would be the structural change in
consumable fuels that results from the ultimate
cause: fire suppression (Fig.3).

In the case of Great Basin scrub, land use changes
resulting in increased livestock grazing and
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Management Implications
• Natural fire disturbance is necessary in
fire-adapted ecosystems, so a single fire is
not necessarily a problem.

• However, ongoing perturbations of the
natural fire disturbance can result in
vegetation shifts, or type-conversion.

• Perturbation of the natural fire regime
occurs if one or some of its parameters
(i.e., frequency, pattern, fuel structure, or
intensity) are altered.

• In the case of ecosystems that haven’t coevolved with fire (e.g., the Sonoran desert
or a tropical woodland), a single fire in
itself should be considered a
perturbation.
prescription burning produce alterations in fire
pattern, and patchiness, resulting from an influx
of invasive grasses that caused normally small
and patchy fires to become contiguous and large.
A further example is how boreal forests have
become vulnerable to global warming that has
resulted in changes in fire intensity, which
causes essential moss substrates to disintegrate
(Fig.4).

In the real world, fire parameter perturbations
don’t usually work in isolation. However, sorting
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them into parameter-specific case studies for five
different ecosystems provides a useful illustration
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of the diversity in mechanics behind fire driven
type-conversion.
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